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Clue 6 REVEAL!!

OHHH How I love this pattern. I originally designed this with a lattice in the medium fabric 
and cornerstones in the pop. Then I laid it on the floor and had some second thoughts! 
BUT, I still added the lattice and cornerstones! I love how it turned out. I am including pics 
of the “before and after” lattice so you can choose which YOU prefer for your quilt. 
Remember, the yardage was included in the fabric requirements so you should have what 
you need to do it either way.

Here are the layouts for each size with NO lattice:

Lap: Twin:

Queen and King:
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Now I will add the cutting charts for the lattice and cornerstones for each size. I also added 
a final “POP” border to mine to make it a king because I love it so much! All other sizes 
except queen include a POP border. I finished the king with a 6” (cut at 6-1/2”) final border. 
The Lap and Twin include a 3” (cut at 3-1/2”) final border.

Here are your cutting charts.. You can use whatever fabrics you want, I chose my 
MEDIUM for the lattice and POP for the cornerstones, the charts use these fabrics.

Lattices and cornerstones all cut:

I found the easiest way (for me) to add lattice/cornerstones, is to go row by row. I started 
by making the lattice strips - Lap/ Twin needs 6 cornerstones and 5 lattice pieces for each 
strip. Queen/King needs 8 cornerstones and 7 lattice pieces for each strip. Assembled 
these by placing a cornerstone between each lattice piece, starting and finishing each strip 
with a cornerstone. Lap requires 6 completed lattice strips. Twin/Queen/King all require 8 
completed lattice strips. Set these aside for now.

Looking at the layouts on page 1, I assembled each row by adding a lattice piece between 
each block. Placing a lattice piece at the beginning and end on each row. Now ready to 
start assembling the quilt by placing a lattice strip between each row, placing a lattice strip 
at the top and bottom of the quilt.

Row 1 with two lattice strips:

MEDIUM (lattice) Lap Twin Queen/King

12-1/2” WOF strips 3 4-5 6

Sub-cut to 2” x 12-1/2” 60 82 112

POP (cornerstones) Lap Twin Queen/King

2” WOF strips 2 Scraps + 2 Scraps + 3

Sub-cut to 2” squares 36 48 64
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Rows 1and 2 with lattice strips:

Queen and King:

7 rows with 8 lattice strips.

Here is the finished queen size. I 
added a final pop border to make 
mine a king following the directions 
below.

I used my POP colour for the final border:
Queen size quilt makers, you are finished and your quilt should measure a 96” square 
now.

Lap size: should measure a 69” square about now. You can also stop here or add a 3” 
border, cut 3-1/2” WOF strips.. you will need 7-8 strips to finish.

Twin size: should measure 69” x 96” now. You can also stop here or add a 3” border, 
cutting 3-1/2” WOF strips.. you will need 8-9 strips to finish.

King size: should measure a 96” square now. I added a 6” border to finish at a108” square. 
You will need to cut 6-1/2” WOF strips.. you will need 9-10 strips to finish.
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     Here is my finished KING size:

This is approximately 108” square now, so hard to 
get it all in the photo!! 

This is absolutely stunning on my (king) bed. Here’s 
a wee pic of it on the bed, but you can’t see the 
border!
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